INTERNATIONAL AMBASSADOR OPPORTUNITY

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A PIDX INTERNATIONAL AMBASSADOR?

▸ HAVE ACCESS TO ALL PIDX RESOURCES, MARKETING MATERIAL AND CONTACTS NECESSARY FOR SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY EXECUTION

▸ INPUT INTO THE PIDX MARKETING, MEMBERSHIP, & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

▸ BE WELL-CONNECTED IN THE REGIONAL ENERGY COMMUNITY AND FAMILIAR WITH REGIONAL REGULATIONS

▸ CONNECT WITH OPERATOR AND SUPPLIER PRACTITIONERS AND HELP SHAPE THE FUTURE OF DIGITALIZATION

▸ MEET KEY EXECUTIVES FROM OTHER PIDX MEMBER COMPANIES

▸ RECEIVE PUBLICITY ASSOCIATED WITH BEING AN ORGANIZER OF PIDX OUTREACH MEETINGS IN YOUR COUNTRY OR REGION

▸ EDUCATE OTHERS ABOUT PIDX AND PROMOTE THEADOPTIONS OF INDUSTRY STANDARDS

▸ INFLUENCE INDUSTRY THROUGH SHARING IDEAS AND HELP FACILITATE REGIONAL MEETING AND IDENTIFYING SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS

PIDX International is a global not-for-profit organization committed to developing and publishing standards that support the efficient exchange of electronic data within the oil & gas industry.

“It was amazing to see competitors like Halliburton, Schlumberger and Cameron working together to develop global standards and optimize the commerce process.

Diego Berazategui, Regional Director, AKROM Perth, Australia

TO APPLY OR LEARN MORE, CONTACT:

EMAIL: INFO@PIDX.ORG
WEB: WWW.PIDX.ORG
OFFICE: 1.832.681.7350